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MNI PREVIEW: Apr Nonfarm Payrolls Seen At +380k 
By Chris Harrison 
 

April nonfarm payrolls are expected to have risen by 380k according to the Bloomberg survey median. The 
dispersion of views is relatively evenly balanced, with an average of 389k and a modestly higher primary dealer 
median at +400k.   
 
This would see the pace ease a touch further from the 
431k in March compared to a six-month average of 
600k as limited labour supply is seen starting to slow 
job creation, yet the pace is still far above that of pre-
pandemic trends. Covid-containment measures were 
little changed compared to March but sectors that 
were more heavily affected by the pandemic could 
nevertheless continue to see oversized gains, with 
leisure & hospitality sectors still bearing the brunt of 
the 1.6mln jobs that are still missing (but rapidly 
shrinking) compared to pre-Covid levels.  
 
The ADP miss and slide in the ISM Service employment sub-component since many of the forecasts were entered 
adds some downside risk but there remains caution around ADP’s correlation with payrolls.  
 

In addition to the extent of moderation in job creation, focus will again be on the usual array of slack indicators (or 
rather lack thereof).  

• Average hourly earnings (AHE) growth is seen unchanged at +0.4% M/M having rebounded in March 
from a surprisingly abrupt pause in Feb, a continuation of the strong pace seen in the recent Employment 
Cost Index for Q1.   

• The unemployment rate is seen dipping a tenth to 3.5%, equalling pre-pandemic lows after surprisingly 
falling two tenths in March as it continued to largely shrug off the Omicron wave. This would also equal 
where the median March FOMC participant expected the u/e rate to be at both end-22 and end-23. Fed 
Chair Powell noted in yesterday’s conference that it is certainly possible the u/e rate will go down further, 
but it would likely be limited by additional supply and a slowdown in job creation. 

• The participation rate is seen nudging up another tenth to 62.5%, creeping towards the pre-pandemic 
high of 63.4% as improving public health, tighter financial conditions and the cost-of-living squeeze 
prompts a return to the labour force.   

• Having been the only weaker spot of an all-around solid March report, average weekly hours worked are 
seen bouncing back from 34.6 to 34.7, setting up a strong rise in aggregate hours worked.  

 

 
Bonus measure: What happens to the level of 
unemployment is likely to be looked at more closely than 
usual this month for potential implications of the ratio of 
job openings to number of unemployed, which as Chair 
Powell mentioned a number of times in the press 
conference stood at new highs of 1.94x in March after 
Tuesday’s JOLTS report. Whilst obviously not a key 
variable compared to wage growth or inflation, this 
openings-to-unemployed ratio was noted to have been a 
“pretty good number” when it was at 1:1 in the late teens 
when asked about non-inflationary levels.  
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The report comes fresh on the back of the FOMC. As noted in MNI’s Fed Review, the bar to non-50bp moves in 
June/July has been set high. Data dependency will become increasingly important further out but for now Powell 
has explicitly put 50bp hikes on the table for the next couple meetings whilst adding that 75bp hikes aren’t being 
actively considered. FOMC-dated Fed Funds futures are largely towing that line, with a 54bp hike priced for June 
before a cumulative 102bp for July and 143bp for Sep.  

• That could be tested to the upside by a broad-based beat in wage growth and faster decline in the 
unemployment rate, especially if the participation rate closes the gap on pre-pandemic levels more quickly. 
It could also give DXY the impetus it needs to push above 104 in today’s resumption of dollar strength.   

• Equally, a miss in those same components could dent market pricing, especially from September onwards. 
It depends on the breakdown but a miss underscoring stagflation fears could see a rally more evenly 
across the curve, following two days of sharp steepening in Treasuries (bull and then bear). 

• In all cases, Jun 15 remains a long way off with another payrolls report before then on Jun 3.  

 
Recent Developments From Mar’22 Report 

 

  
 

Sell-Side Views 

There is a surprisingly narrow range of views from analysts surveyed below (300k-475k), with the 300k a downward 
revision after weak ADP and ISM Services Employment prints. Equally, JPM is top of the surveyed analysts below 
despite the ADP print, noting the poor correlation between the two. Nearly all the analysts below expect the 
unemployment rate to dip a tenth to 3.5%, with only NatWest (3.4%) and National Bank (3.6%) either side.   
 
Sell-side views from largest to smallest NFP figure.  
 
JPM: Strong But Cooling Job Growth, U/E Rate To Dip A Tenth Per Consensus 
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• JPMorgan see total payrolls up 475k in April (private 470k), a step up from March’s 431k but softer than the 
recent average and apart from March, the softest monthly change since last fall.  

• Many of their tracked economic indicators point to continued strength “but the underlying trend in job 
growth could be cooling somewhat as the tight labor market makes it hard to fill some positions and we 
move further away from the earlier stages of “reopening” that generated some months with boomier 
increases in employment”. 

• They see average weekly hours bouncing to 34.7 for a 0.7% M/M jump in the aggregate hours, whilst AHE 
could rise “a strong, not particularly robust” 0.4% M/M.  

• The upward trend in participation may take a breather in April, with the participation rate steady at 62.4%, 
helping the u/e rate nudge down from 3.6% to 3.5%. They see the employment-population ratio up 0.2pp to 
60.3%.  

• Post-ADP update: ADP came up short of expectations at 247k (cons 383k), the softest since the recovery 
began. However, keep in mind that the ADP report has not proven to be a reliable indicator of the BLS data 
over time, although last month the March prints looked pretty similar. 

 
MS: Above Consensus Jobs Growth Led By Re-Opening & Business Services 

• Morgan Stanley look for total payrolls growth of 475k in April, with private jobs up 470k led by continued 
strength in leisure & hospitality and professional & business services.  

• They expect labor force participation increased a tenth to 62.5% but strong job gains see the u/e rate down 
a tenth to 3.5% (per consensus).  

• They see AHE up +0.6%M supported by a calendar bias, pushing the year-ago rate from 5.6% to 5.7%. 
 
Barclays: Strong Payrolls Growth Fuelled By Labor Demand And Re-Entering 

• Barclays see strong payrolls growth of 450k in April. “As in the past few reports, we expect these gains to 
be fueled by both strong labor demand and the ongoing tailwind from workers reentering the labor market 
with worries about COVID infections waning”.  

• They see the unemployment rate ticking down another tenth to 3.5% on the solid jobs gain, back to its pre-
pandemic level, despite another solid increase in the labor force participation rate.  

• AHE up 0.4% M/M (5.5% YY) in a continuation of less robust monthly wage increases than those at the tail 
end of 2021, whilst the average workweek holds steady at 34.6. 

  
NWM: Consensus For Payrolls, Below Consensus U/E Rate To Pre-Covid Levels 

• NatWest look for payrolls growth of 400k, a slightly slower pace from the Q1 average of 562k but not too 
much different than March’s 431k.  

• They see government payrolls up 40k, leaving private of 360k compared to the Q1 average of 552k.  

• The average workweek should have rebounded to 34.7 hours after falling a tick in March, pushed 
aggregate hours worked by 0.6% M/M after no change in March.  

• They see above consensus AHE growth of 0.5% M/M, pushing the year-ago rate up to 5.6% Y/Y vs the 
pre-Covid trend of circa 3% Y/Y. 

• The drop in jobless claims in the first half of April suggests the u/e rate could fall two tenths to a below 
consensus 3.4%, below the pre-Covid level of 3.5% in Feb’20. They are tempted to forecast an even larger 
decline in the rate but see the pool of active job-seekers increasing.  

 
RBC: Labour Saturation Point Limits Job Growth, Beige Book Pointed To Some Layoff Potential 

• Payrolls growth was seen as reasonably strong in April, at 420k for total and 410k for private, whilst the u/e 
rate dips a tenth to 3.5%.  

• The two biggest sources of uncertainty are professional/business services and leisure/hospitality. On the 
latter, the NSA normally sees modest gains in April but RBC expect a bit stronger on the continued rotation 
away from goods spending to “experiences”” – hence slightly above consensus.  

• Part of the slowdown to a two-month average of 400k vs prior six-month average of 600k is the labor 
backdrop starting to reach a saturation point.  

• Of note from the Beige Book: “…a few firms noted that they are reevaluating their employment level and 
may be ready for some attrition to reduce staff size." and this “some contacts noted that inflation has 
eroded consumers’ spending power, dampening demand.” 

 
Scotia: Early Tracking Indicators Point To Solid Jobs And Wages Growth 
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• Scotiabank look for payrolls growth of circa 400k with the u/e rate hovering around 3.5% with wages up 
another 0.5% M/M.   

• Tracking indicators: Consumers indicate that jobs remained plentifully available in April and initial jobless 
claims held fairly steady at low levels between relevant reference periods. The preview was however 
written before other advance readings from ISM-services, ISM-manufacturing, ADP and the NFIB gauge for 
hiring and jobs that are hard to fill. 

• There may not be a further lift effect from easing restrictions (as opposed to Canada).  
 
National Bank: Continuation Of Strong Pace With Little Impulse From Covid 

• Payrolls may have increased 375K, continuing at a strong pace as the “epidemiological situation remained 
under control” and layoffs could have gone down a bit judging from lower initial jobless claims between 
reference periods.  

• The household survey is expected to show a similar gain and layoffs could have gone down a bit judging 
from lower initial jobless claims between reference periods, leaving the u/e rate unchanged at 3.6%. 

 
GS: Jobs Growth Tends To Slow During The Spring Hiring Season When Labor Market Tight 

• Goldman see payrolls up 350k in April (private 325k), a slowdown from the +562k average pace in Q1.  

• “Labor demand remains very strong and dining activity has returned to normal, but job growth tends to slow 
during the spring hiring season when the labor market is tight” whilst big data indicators saw a net 
deterioration.  

• April seasonal factors have evolved favorably in recent years and represent a tailwind of roughly 100k. 

• They estimate a one-tenth drop in the u/e rate to 3.5%, reflecting a solid or strong rise in household 
employment partially offset by another 0.1pp rise in labor force participation to 62.5%.  

• AHE growth is seen at 0.4% M/M, lowering the year-ago rate a tenth to 5.5% Y/Y, with upward pressure 
from labor shortages (albeit less than fall/winter) and a modest boost in April from calendar effects. 

 
CIBC: Limited Labor Supply To Slow Hiring 

• Job openings may remain at lofty levels but expect hiring to slow to 315k in April as the pool of available 
labor remains slim with prime-age employment-to-population only slightly below pre-pandemic levels.  

• “Moreover, high-frequency indicators of activity in service sectors levelled off during the month as the 
Omicron subvariant spread, and the downside surprise in the Q1 GDP report could also portend a bit less 
vigorous hiring in goods sectors”. 

• The still healthy job creation should see the u/e rate fall to 3.5% though.   

• AHE of 0.4% M/M as “higher wages were likely still on offer as employers tried to overcome the labor 
shortage in some industries”. 

 
Wells Fargo: Potential Downward Revision Following ADP, ISM Service Employment 

• Following the soft ADP and ISM Services employment, Wells Fargo has downwardly revised its NFP 
forecast from +400k to +300k “incorporating updated information".  

• It still sees an u/e rate at 3.5% and AHE growth of 0.4% M/M.  
 
 


